EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF ONE

Secure and Seamless Identity Solution
When Security, Trust, and Experience Matters

Change is constant. Global and domestic cyber and fraud criminal threats continue to escalate. At the same time, new integrated and centralized systems, plus digital identities are the standard. As agencies adopt new technology to thwart threat impacts, modernize legacy/disparate systems, and provide a positive—often digitized—constituent experience, they are challenged by escalating costs, decreasing resources, and increasing expectations.

LexisNexis® Risk Solutions can help. We collaborate with agencies to achieve their missions with ease. From empowering transformation, to delivering secure services in real time through a centralized portal, or expanding team resources with investigative analytics, to name a few—we help drive efficiency, transparency, and oversight across channels and agencies. LexisNexis® Risk Solutions does all of this by understanding identity with precision. **It is who we are and what we do.**

An Evolving Landscape

Identity Evolution
Every person, in every city, county, and state is unique with their own set of identities that represent who they are. As individuals engage on and offline, it is imperative to be able to verify that they are who they say they are.

A Digitized World
Federal and state agencies face increasing global fraud threats and severe cyber risks. AI-Enabled fraud, the MOVEit breach, and others are the norm, not the exception. People and agencies operate in a digital first world.

Balancing Risk and Service
Agencies balance between mitigating fraud risk across geographies, channels, and user touch points while maintaining program integrity without sacrificing equity.

Service Expectations
Additionally, constituents expect a seamless experience in real time—just like the private sector. Technology must be strong enough to prevent the most sophisticated attacks, but scale to serve high need, technologically disadvantaged, and those at-risk.

Disparate Information Systems
Consumer information is highly fragmented—the data is often scattered across locations, systems, programs, and states disconnected from corroborating identities and providing appropriate services and care. Integration, centralization, and modernization are our reality and norm.

Bridging the Gap
The lack of data cohesiveness across the user journey enables fraudsters to deploy multi-vector attacks, breaking through static defenses. Agencies can stop threats by adopting a centralized risk responsive defense strategy to catch emerging threats before they drive significant loss and break privacy protections.
Addressing Multiple Objectives Requires Balance

Security & Risk
- Ability to detect transnational and non-human threat vectors.
- Adaptable security systems that evolve with new threats, including AI and other technologies.
- Proven ability to prevent fraud before it starts.

Trust & Experience
- Ability to understand who a person is across channels and devices and accelerate trusted interactions, while stopping criminals.
- Clear understanding of identities across systems, agencies, and states.
- Seamless and secure user experience across interactions.

Precision & Optimization
- Precise understanding of the true identity of citizens.
- Equitable access for new-to-country, those with no credit, and digital footprint as well as minors.
- Ability to scale for low-tech, elderly, and financially-at-risk vulnerable constituents.

Modernization & Efficiency
- Transform at scale for long-term growth.
- Executive dashboards to measure risk and efficiency.
- Able to deliver across channels seamlessly.
- Ability to leverage investigative services to offset resource constraints.

Understanding Identity is Central to Solving Evolving Challenges

Delivering secure and seamless service starts with identity at the core.
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions can serve all of your identity needs across the continuum. Our ability to scale and serve is proven, and our expertise has been recognized as exceptional.

We enable secure digital interactions for constituents by providing a wide array of intelligence, analytics, and services across all interaction channels and journeys. An optimal experience is at the center of our vision for innovation and service.
What We Do for Identity

Scale and precision matter. Thinking outside the box drives agility and understanding of identity across channels. LexisNexis® Risk Solutions can help your agency deploy multi-dimensional intelligence and risk frameworks proactively, so you can outsmart threats while not impacting speed and constituent experience. This frees up resources, drives transparency, strengthens trust, and enables better outcomes.
One Seamless Identity Solution

- Behavioral biometrics
- Device authentication & feedback
- Email risk assessment
- Advanced bot detection
- Geolocation analysis
- Identity verification
- Document authentication

- Status account change verification
- Claims due diligence & request fulfillment
- Dual participation screening

Public Facing Portal

- Identity verification & confirmation
- Knowledge-based authentication
- Document authentication
- Multi-factor authentication

Interactions, Claims, Requests

- Cross-agency account view
- Status account change verification & notification
- Data hygiene
- Program participant analysis
- Continuous monitoring
- Executive dashboards & analyses

Call Center & In Person

- Financial & asset information
- Benefit assessment
- Investigative analysis & services

Account Management

Redetermination & Monitoring

The core of what we do is data science, intelligence, analytics, and technology. Our 10,000+ data sources, platform strength and proprietary linking with 99.999% precision work together to drive results and exceed expectations. This generates identity confidence.
Identity Made Simple

People & Information
People and their information change, and with billions of records to manage, it can be difficult to link records and identities.

Seamless Technology
Our technology seamlessly links every individual’s data over time with 99% precision, providing a complete picture of a person, not just a current snapshot.

Comprehensive Identity Database

Coverage of nearly 100% of the U.S.

More than 285 million U.S. consumer entities

Over 87 billion records

10,000 plus different sources

14 petabytes of data

250 million transactions processed globally per day

9 billion active devices

2.5 billion digital identities

96 billion transactions

We love what we do, and it shows. Key analysts and associations designate **LexisNexis® Risk Solutions** a global leader in identity and innovation.

Test us, we are confident that our team can exceed your expectations.
About LexisNexis® Risk Solutions

LexisNexis® Risk Solutions includes seven brands that span multiple industries and sectors. We harness the power of data, sophisticated analytics platforms and technology solutions to provide insights that help businesses and governmental entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices throughout the world and are part of RELX (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers.

For more information, please visit LexisNexis® Risk Solutions and RELX.
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